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Wealth dynamics is one of those theories that have the potential of changing the lives of the people.
It is one of those theories that has captivated the hearts and minds of the people who had till now
been operating well within the existing system of economics. But unfortunately the monetary system
has proven to be full of lacunas that have surfaced time and time again. And people no matter
whether they are the experts in the field or ordinary men who had too much at stake to simply allow
the experts do the mending job while they themselves would just keep their fingers crossed. But
only Roger James Hamilton who himself had been an ardent supporter of the system of economics
that has a very unyielding control on the flow of money, too realized the lacunas and the flaws in the
system, and as a result he to decided to find a way out of the crisis. But the only difference between
this man and the others was that while the others had confined themselves to the system itself while
trying to do the necessary corrections, Roger James Hamilton simply stepped out of the system and
went in search of anew system that would put an end to all the predicaments that the current system
of economics had been creating.

The results that Roger James   Hamilton arrived at, he summarized them in the form of theories like
the wealth dynamics, talent dynamics, wealth spectrum, and other myriad of wealth crating
structures like the lighthouse, to make sure that the people seeking to create wealth and that too in
a manner that would not impinge upon their own little joys of life. And the theories like Wealth
dynamics can very well be called a prelude to the step that the seeker of wealth would take while he
is on his way of creating wealth.

The finest thing about the wealth dynamics theory is the wdprofiletest that Roger James   Hamilton
created in order to make sure that the individual seeking wealth would know the path that would
lead him to that wealth. And the only thing that would happen once the individual has gone through
the test is that he would get to know the real being that he is. Once that happens the individual
would be able to identify the profession that he should be taking. The profession that he would
chose once has given the test would be the only profession that can give him the wealth that he
desires. 
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